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4th Grade Writer’s Workshop Unit 4 3-5 Book 3 Breathing Life into Essays The heart of the CSISD Writers Workshop Units of Study stem directly from Lucy Calkins Units of Study for Primary Writing and Units of Study for Teaching Writing 3-5. Based on the needs of students and teachers in CSISD as well as the demands of the TEKS (Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills) at each grade level, additional suggestions for mini-lessons and resources have been added. Session 1-Collecting Ideas as Essayists Teaching Point: Writers will observe the world with care and jot down observations in order to collect writing that can be developed into essays. Materials: chart paper Connect: page 2 Explain that now you are going to do a different kind of writing. Now you are going to write about big ideas based on observing the world around you. Share an example of a finished essay (such as the example on page 212). Explain that older students in middle school, high school, and college often write essays. Teach (Model): page 2 Give examples of writers who first observed the world around them, then pushed themselves to develop insights and write about them. Use an example of Katherine Paterson (author of Bridge to Terabithia), who watched a cicada bug shed its skin and this made her realize that seeing the grandeur of the world around her was more important than rushing to appointments, etc. Some students may need to be guided to make observations related to friends, family, or other topics familiar to them. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 4 Ask students to look around the room and write in the air (this means to say the exact words you could write) something they observe and then say, “This makes me realize….” Then, debrief with students using an example that is a good model for other writers. Link: page 5 Remind students that today we have learned to live like writers- paying attention to everything around us, and pushing ourselves to have ideas about what we see. Try: page 6 Send students off to begin a new section in their Writer’s Notebook. Today, they will be making entries in their notebook of ideas that might grow to become essays. They might begin with “I notice…” and then skip a line for “I am starting to think that…” Mid-workshop teaching point- Talk about various strategies to come up with ideas for entries.
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Share: page 8 Gather children back together to discuss the difference between today’s entries and previous narrative entries in their notebooks. Then share a few observations of entries and insights to use as a model for others.



Session 2- Growing Essay Ideas in Notebooks Teaching Point: Writers are thoughtful about what they see, writing at greater length when collecting ideas for essays. Materials: chart paper Connect: page 14 Support children’s efforts as writers as they have been beginning to collect entries in their notebooks. Then talk about a problem some have faced- not sure if their writing is significant. Discuss how there are strategies that a writer can use to push themselves. Teach (Model): page 15 Model strategy of shifting from observations into thinking about observations. Example: I am looking at our fish tank and the green stuff growing on the pebbles. After several observations, have a student remind you to shift into “And the idea I have about this is… I’m wondering if the green stuff is good for the fish, and how do they know what to eat and what not to eat.” Then model a second strategy- a two column chart. What I notice…



What it makes me think…



Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 18 Have students try shifting from observing to thinking. Have them look around the room and find something they can describe to a partner. Have them say aloud what they would write as a description. Then after about a minute, have them shift into “and the thought I have about this is…” Link: page 19 Remind students that they can always remember to collect and grow ideas as a writer. Show them that you have made a chart of strategies they can use if needed. Try: page 20 Send students off to try today’s two new strategies for collecting and growing ideas. Mid-workshop teaching point- Show students how to generate more entries for essays by listing ideas about a topic. Share: page 23 Give an example of how living like a writer can help generate entries- “Writers often notice things that others pass right by”. Have students share with partners. Share an example of an entry that is a good example of an observation with in-depth thinking.
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Session 3- Contrasting Narrative and Non-Narrative Structures Teaching Point: Writers will study the essay genre to get a sense for what they are aiming for in order to collect, elaborate, and structure their writing. Materials: chart paper, mentor texts Connect : page 30 Establish the reason for today’s teaching- to imagine the kind of text they are writing. Contrast the features of narrative and non-narrative writing. Create a chart of characteristics. See examples below: Narrative Stories tell what happened first, next, etc.



Stories show a character going through a sequence of events.



Non-narrative essay Essays are organized by ideas. I think this one thing, and this other thing, etc.



Essays are held together by an idea developed through the whole text.



Essays are written so reader can think about the topic.



Teach (Model): page 32 Demonstrate how a writer can choose to write about a topic in either narrative or nonnarrative form. Example: Walking to the park in winter- in narrative form or an essay about the signs of winter. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 33 Have students write in the air about a class event in both formsnarrative and non-narrative. First lead them in the narrative form, and then switch to non-narrative with guidance- “What’s your idea about that?” Link: page 34 Restate the teaching point- that writers can write in different ways. Try: page 35 Provide a small stack of narratives and non-narratives for partners to read through and separate into the two categories. Have them find an essay they like and discuss what the writer has done that they admire. Following this, writers will continue using their strategies for non-narrative entries. Mid-workshop teaching point- Discuss some of the structures of the various essays. Share: page 37 Share a conversation you had with a student that would be helpful to the whole class. It may be helpful to further clarify what it means to “write about ideas”.
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Session 4- Using Conversational Prompts to Spur Elaboration Teaching Point: Writers need to stay with their essay topics for longer stretches of time by having discussions with themselves about their ideas. Materials: chart paper, conversational prompts Connect: page 46 Talk about how you read over their writing, and just as you wanted to read more, the essay was over. Point out that the students could be saying even more about their ideas. Teach (Model): page 46 Show them how to grow ideas by using conversational prompts from a list prepared on chart paper: (In addition, for example: This makes me realize, this is important because, etc.). Have a student call out various prompts and model adding on to your own idea with each prompt to say more and more about your idea. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 48 Begin with an idea such as “I learn new things at lunch time” and have them write their ideas. Then begin to add prompts and have them respond to each of the prompts quickly as you previously modeled. Link: page 50 Remind writers to use prompts to help extend their own ideas. Try: page 51 Send students off to work on ideas while using the strategy of conversational prompts. Midworkshop teaching point- Share an example of an entry that is poised to become an essay. Share: page 53 Have partners share the development of their ideas with or without prompts. Then share a few examples of students that used prompts to extend their ideas.



Session 5- Generating Essay Writing from Narrative Writing Teaching Point: Writers revisit narrative entries collected earlier in the year in order to embed them into ideas. Materials: chart paper Connect: page 58 Celebrate that children are slowing down and extending their original ideas into more complex ones. Explain that writers can be inspired by rereading and reflecting on their previous writing. Teach (Model): page 59 Demonstrate how to return to a personal narrative entry and use it to inspire a new entry. Begin a chart of questions a writer could ask themselves when doing this such as: Why is this important to me? Why am I remembering this? Why did I write this? Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 61 Have students work with partners to practice what you have demonstrated. One partner will read a previous narrative piece. The other partner will ask questions from the list to guide the reflection process. Link:(page 61 Ask children to look over the class charts, think over their writing, and share with partners several things they could do during writing time today.
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Try: page 63 Send students off to try using a previous narrative piece to spark new ideas for an essay. Midworkshop teaching point- Show students how to generate essay writing from literature. Perhaps a class readaloud would provide a student with an entry. Share: page 65 Share an example of a student you observed using narrative writing to generate idea-based writing.



Session 6- Finding and Crafting Thesis Statements Teaching Point: Writers reread their writing to find or invent a thesis (seed idea). Materials: chart paper, mentor texts with strong thesis statements Connect: page 72 Remind students of earlier work with narratives, when you collected entries for several weeks, and then looked back at all of the entries to choose an idea for a major piece of writing. Now students are going to choose one idea to become an essay. Explain that students will be rereading to find another seed idea, this time called a thesis. Teach (Model): page 72 Demonstrate how essayists try a few seed ideas on for size. Explain that they will be rereading and looking for a sentence or two (not a whole entry) that states the idea they want to develop. They can underline a few that seem like possibilities and then think through which would make a good essay. They should try to picture what they could say in each one. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 73 Ask writers to work together to help one member of the class go through the process of crafting a thesis. Use a student’s work to talk through an idea they have underlined. Ask the student what they really want to say in their essay. Then have partners use this information to list some suggested thesis statements. Finally, reread some of the class suggestions, projecting how an essay might sound based on each thesis. Link: page 75 Repeat the teaching point that after collecting entries, it is time to make a decision about an essay to write. Explain that writers usually write their seed idea in at least six or seven different ways until they have the wording and meaning just right. Try: page 76 Send writers off to begin rereading their entries, selecting a seed idea, and then drafting and revising a thesis statement. Mid-workshop teaching point- Checking thesis statements. Share: page 78 Ask students to postpone making a decision on their final thesis for today. Explain that sometimes writers write from a small detail into a big idea. Ask them to reread their notebook for an anecdote or small story that catches their eye.
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Session 7- Boxes and Bullets: Framing Essays Teaching Point: Essayists frame their writing before they draft by using boxes and bullets. Materials: chart paper Connect: page 84 Summarize the work that has been done so far in the essay process. Compliment the students’ efforts at gathering entries and thinking about what they really want to say. Show your thesis written on a piece of construction paper. Have students each write their thesis statement in a big box at the top of a clean piece of notebook paper. Explain that you will show them how essay writers plan or frame the main sections of their essay. Teach (Model): page 85 Show students that writers often elaborate upon their thesis by thinking through the reasons for their claim. Role-play this process using the thesis ‘Bikes are Fun’. Model thinking through several different reasons that support the thesis. Explain that this is like planning out possible boxes and bullets (sections). Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 86 Have students work with partners to elaborate on a whole-class thesis (such as ‘Working with first-grade reading buddies is fun.’) Students should think through ‘Working with first-grade reading buddies is fun because…..’ for as many reasons as they can think of. Rove among students and then pause the work to spotlight what a child has done that demonstrates what you hope all the children are learning to do. Link: page 88 Ask students to apply what they have just learned to their own writing. Have them stay at the meeting area today (instead of sending them off to write). Try: page 89 Ask students to look at their own thesis and think of different reasons for their thesis that might give them categories to write about. Have them write bullets under their boxed thesis while repeating their thesis stem each time. For example: My mother is nice because….; My mother is also nice because… Midworkshop teaching point- Show several ways to support a thesis such as telling different reasons, different kinds of things or different parts of things. Share: page 92 Teach students that revising their thesis is an option when they have difficulty supporting it. Talk about how you noticed some writers having trouble find bullets to support their thesis. Give an example of a student who has revised their thesis during the process. Then send students to work with partners. Have them share their current essay plans and see if they have a lot of evidence to go with their thesis, or if it needs revision.



Session 8- Learning to Outgrow a First Thesis Teaching Point: Writers free write and ask questions in an effort to outgrow early drafts of a thesis statement. Materials: chart paper, mentor text Connect: page 98 Explain that writers postpone finishing a piece to ensure that they are writing and thinking well. Tell children that essayists revise early and often, using free writing to deepen their thinking and “outgrow” their earliest claims. 6



Teach (Model): page 98 Tell a story of someone who finished writing an essay, sensed there was more to say, and took the risk of revising it. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 100 Show students a second example of revising a thesis, this time the writing of a child. Show the child’s work and explain the background of the process that the student went through. Have students work with partners to name the strategy that the child uses, and think about how they could use the strategy in their own writing. Pause students early on and ask them to list two things the writer has done. (Examples may include: The student really looked closely at what she had written, she gave her own words the truth test, she listened to her uneasy feeling, and she was willing to mess up a perfectly tidy thesis to say what she really wanted to say.) Link: page 102 Remind them that whenever they write an essay to remember that many writers try to take a journey from one thesis to another more thoughtful one. Try: page 103 Have students put aside the exact wording of their thesis and free-write so they can re-think what they want to say about their topic. After writing for a while, have them reread what they have written, then take out a seed idea and write it as another draft of their thesis. Mid-workshop teaching point- Show that writers write with insight and honesty. Share: page 105 Tell students that they are going to say their essays aloud. Show students how to use their fingers to organize their thoughts before they begin. Demonstrate by saying your thesis, then listing your supportive ideas across your fingers. Elaborate on each point. Then ask students to plan and tell their essays aloud with their partner.



Session 9- Composing and Sorting Mini-Stories Teaching Point: Students will write and angle mini stories that support their ideas. Materials: chart paper, manila and colored folders, tape Connect: page 110 Tell children that the boxes and bullets they wrote in the previous section will provide the frames for their essays. Explain how the frame forms the structure, just like the frame of a building. Explain that writers use files to store the materials that will fill their frame. Provide colored and manila file folders for each table. Have students write or tape their thesis on the front of one of the colored file folders, and write each of their supporting sentences along the top of a manila folder. Then have them put the manila folders inside the colored folder. Name your teaching point- that writers collect mini-stories that illustrate their ideas. Teach (Guided Practice): page 111 Explain that writers bring their knowledge of narrative writing to this new task. This time, writers will collect and write mini-stories that are angled to illustrate a bulleted topic sentence. Students will choose one of their supporting sentences (on one of their manila folders) and then quickly jot down ideas of true stories that relate to their sentence. After brainstorming time, they will choose one and begin to draft the story. Model this process using one of your own supporting sentences. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 113 Set children up to try this process while writing in the air. Ask them to write a story that can be part of the previously discussed whole-class essay (‘working with our firstgrade reading buddies is fun’). Refer back to the boxes and bullets the class came up with. Select one to use (for example- One reason working with our reading buddies is fun is because we get to teach them how to read). 7



Have students work with partners to tell stories that are examples of teaching the reading buddies to read. Pause the work and remind them to tell the whole story, step by step, as they did in previous narrative writing. Link: page 115 Remind them how building an essay is just like building a structure. First, you create the frame and then it is time to fill in powerful stories to build the essay. Try: page 116 Send students off to begin to brainstorm stories to illustrate one of their supporting sentences. Then they should choose one story and begin to draft. Mid-workshop teaching point- Show writers how to angle their stories to best support their thesis. Share: page 119 Share your realizations about the process of essay writing to practice evaluating a piece of writing for what qualities are present or missing.



Session 10- Seeking Outside Sources Teaching Point: Writers seek other people’s stories to support their ideas in essay writing. Materials: chart paper, mentor text, Connect: page 126 Remind students that authors collect and angle stories to highlight the idea we want to convey. Show that a familiar story could be angled differently to convey a different meaning. Give an example of two different ways to angle a story of yours. The first angle may show the story in a positive light, while the other angle may be more negative based on what you choose to focus on. See example on page 126. Teach (Model): page 128 Teach children that writers can rely on outside sources, on other people’s stories, to support their own ideas. Present an example, such as a student writing about practice making perfect in sports. A story about Michael Jordan practicing could be a supporting story. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 129 Ask students to use the class piece of writing to practice seeking outside sources. For example; in the class piece about First grade reading buddies, one of the supporting ideas was ‘Reading buddies are fun because you get to read cool books’. A story to support that point might be an interview with one of the buddies about cool books they have read. Link: page 130 Remind students that they can use stories to support one of their ideas. Try: page 131 Send students off to begin thinking of ways to use supporting stories to prove one of their supporting ideas. Mid-workshop teaching point- Explain that essay writers show and tell. Share: page 132 Show students an example of a student’s story and topic sentence. Show how the student checked his alignment and then revised to better support his topic sentence.



Session 11- Creating Parallelism in Lists Teaching Point: Writers structure information to support a claim in the same way again and again. Materials: chart paper, mentor text 8



Connect: page 138 Remind children that writers collect material, especially stories, to use in their essays. Spotlight the work of a student that serves as a model for all children. Explain that you will continue to work on gathering materials to use to build essays. Today you will collect lists of examples. Teach (Model): page 139 Illustrate the importance of lists by referencing the ‘I have a dream’ speech of MLK, Jr. (Excerpts on page 139 and 141). As you read it, have students listen for the lists he uses to make his point. Note how his points all begin with “Now is the time to…” Model using the same technique with your own writing. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 140 Remind students that to learn techniques for their own writing, they can study the writing of a published author. Have partners read the second excerpt of King’s speech and try to name what he has done that they can try, too. Then, have partners use the technique they discovered and plan a list that could be inserted into the class essay about reading buddies. Reiterate your writing process, reminding students to figure out what the stem of their list will be before beginning. Link: page 142 Restate the teaching point that writers collect lists to illustrate their ideas. Remind them that writers are like builders, collecting materials and filling in the frame of their essay. Try: page 143 Send students off to work on stories and lists. Remind them to carefully decide whether an example should be used as a story or as part of a list. Mid-workshop teaching point- Show students how to take a story and use the important parts of it for a list. Share: page 145 Name the problem you have noticed. Students may begin to overuse list-making, or may be so focused on matching their words with the stem, that they may not use their best writing. You may need to discuss word choice and active, precise verbs. Students may also begin to leave out important details, so showcase an exemplar text (for example: MLK, Jr. speech) to teach the importance of active verbs and vivid detail. Discuss with students the importance of balancing the musical sound of their list with truth and exact details.



Session 12- Revising Toward Honesty Teaching Point: Writers tell the truth, even when inventing what happened. Materials: chart paper, mentor texts Connect :page 150 Remind writers that they’ve been working on improving the quality of their essays, and explain that writers also try to improve the quality of their thinking by aiming for honesty. Teach (Model): page 150 Tell of a time that you or another writer wrote first in easy, glib words, and then rewrote for honesty. Calkins uses the example of thanking her husband in the Acknowledgement section of her book. She first thanked him for not minding the long hours she put in writing her book, then realized that was not the truth- he did mind her long hours. So, rewrote her acknowledgment of him, this time thanking him for pulling her away from her writing to have a break. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 151 Set the children up to rewrite with more honesty. Give them a few examples of tiny excerpts that they could have written, then ask them to rewrite for honesty for about one minute. For example: Another reason that reading buddies are fun is you get to read cool books. I really love 9



The Cat in the Hat. When finished, discuss how they perhaps found themselves using more specific language than ‘fun’, etc. as they rewrote for more honesty. Link: page 152 Rename the teaching point- to write with honesty. Remind them to draw on all they have learned as they continue to collect entries in their folders. Try: page 153 Send writers off to work on or revise entries in their folders. Mid-workshop teaching point- Share some examples of students writing the precise truth. Share: page 156 Tell writers that you have seen them working on telling the precise truth. Remind them now that it is equally important to make sure that every story in their folder supports the claim on that folder. Tell the story of a child who thought a story supported their claim, but after checking carefully, discovered that it did not. Point out that writers can revise their claims to match their stories, just as they can revise their stories to match their claims.



Session 13- Gathering a Variety of Information Teaching Point: Writers gather a variety of information using different strategies to support their claims. Materials: chart paper Connect: page 162 Tell children that artists combine a variety of materials in their writing, including statistics, quotations, citations, and questions. Tell them that the secret to collecting all these things is that you need to learn to see all the world as related to your topic, then you can find material everywhere. Teach (Model): page 162 Illustrate all the varieties of information that writers can collect around their thesis by showing how you observed, interviewed, and gathered statistics on your topic. Debrief, accentuating all the sources of information you drew upon as you gathered information on your essay topic. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 164 Ask children to collect observations to support the whole-class essay topic: ‘Working with reading buddies is fun’. For example: Students could think back to the moment when the reading buddies arrived and observe what people were doing. Link: page 165 Remind them that writers gather information wherever they go. They could even carry a writer’s notebook and jot down thoughts, observations, questions, statistics, etc. that relate to their essay topic. Try: page 166 Students work to gather enough material for their essays. Help students who do not have enough done to make plans to be extra productive. Mid-workshop teaching point-Show writers that they may be able to use books they have read to support their ideas. Share: page 168 Create a chart of writing examples from students who have used different types of information. Ask students to discuss the kinds of information they’ve included and could still include in their essays.
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Session 14- Organizing for Drafting Teaching Point: Writers organize ideas and collected files of writing and transform them into a draft. Materials: chart paper, your essay folder Connect: page 172 Use a metaphor (such as the building of a house) to give your students a sense of celebration and anticipation that very soon, they’ll each have written an essay. Teach (Model): page 172 Teach students that writers have a process they use to go from folders full of entries to a draft in a day. Extend the metaphor of building a house to the writing process- you gather the materials and then put them together. Show students how to take each of their folders and ask a few questions to make sure all of the information in the folder supports the topic sentence. Questions to ask: 1. Does each bit of information develop the idea? 2. Is each bit based on different information? 3. Does the material, in total, provide the right amount and right kind of support? Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 174 Provide partners with a copy of another story from your folder, and ask them to think through the three questions. Discuss what to do if the story doesn’t fit with the supporting sentence of that folder. Link: page 175 Remind students to check and organize their materials before beginning to draft their essay. Try: page 176 Students will begin to go through each folder, checking all of the entries inside. You will probably need to go from table to table, guiding students as they get started. As you work with one student, invite the others at the table to help, thus teaching them how to work also. Mid-workshop teaching point- Explain to writers that they will probably have several paragraphs for each folder. Some writers will be worried about how to get all of their information into one paragraph. Share: page 178 Remind students that talking through essay drafts can help writers organize thoughts. Ask them to tell their first folder contents-the first paragraphs- of their essay to a small group. Then, debrief by highlighting what you heard (and hope students did) in their groups.



Session 15- Building a Cohesive Draft Teaching Point: Writers use strategies to create cohesion in drafts. Materials: chart paper, your essay folder Connect: page 184 Restate the building metaphor to help students imagine their essays as materials arranged in a structure. Tell them that today, they will assemble these materials together. Explain that they will select a system for arranging their data, by using transitional words (like cement between bricks), and by repeating key words. 11



Teach (Model): page 184 Show that you choose a logical way to sequence materials within a single category. Use one of your own folders (one of your supporting ideas) and the entries within to discuss how to put the entries in order. Rewrite your entries on chart paper so that children can follow along as they observe your thought process. You may be able to show how to sort ideas into logical sections, or how to order ideas chronologically, etc. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 186 Have students work with partners and talk about how they would order the entries for one of their folders. Link: page 187 Remind students that every time they “build” an essay, they need to decide on a structure/order for the materials they have collected. Try: page 188 Students should work on finding the best way to organize their entries for each folder of ideas. You may also need to show some students that lists might be able to be made into paragraphs (especially for those with almost empty folders). Mid-workshop teaching point- show them how they can also organize by importance, building up to the most important point. Share: page 189 Share with students that once writers have decided upon an order for their thoughts, they cement it together with transitional words and often repeat parts of their thesis and supporting sentences to help readers understand the most important parts of the essay. Share some examples of transitional words such as ‘This began when’, ‘At first’, ‘After a while’, etc. in the context of your own essay. These transitional words may be listed on an anchor chart as needed.



Session 16- Writing Introductions and Conclusions Teaching Point: Writers study various ways to begin and end their essays. Materials: chart paper, mentor texts Connect: page 196 Remind students of the work they’ve done so far in the unit- the process that writers use. Tell them that writers also use several phrases to help create introductions and conclusions. Teach (Model): page 197 Tell students that at the beginning and ending of essays, writers often use some ways to say, “This is important!” See charts on pages 197-198 of ‘Ways to Start/End an Essay’. Active Engagement (Guided Practice): page 199 Ask students to work with partners and try some of the introductory phrases with their own essay. Link: page 199 Remind students that writers use introductions and conclusions to help readers grasp the importance of their essays. Try: page 200 Students will sift through their materials, organizing, revising as needed, and begin connecting their materials into one draft. Encourage them to write several possible introductions and conclusions. Then they should choose the ones that best support the thesis. You may need to gather several students who are having difficulty turning their materials into a draft around you to demonstrate how to begin.
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Share: page 204 Explain that essayists sometimes use a mini-story to show, not tell, their thesis. Share the introductions of two students you noticed using stories in their introductions. Ask students to discuss how a story might illustrate their thesis. Have them share ideas for stories that they could use with a partner.



Session 17- Editing Run-On Sentences and Sentence Fragments Teaching Point: Writers edit their drafts. Materials: chart paper, editing tools, editing checklist Connect: Students should be finishing revising work and move into the editing process. On chart paper, discuss and jot down a checklist of revising/editing items that students need to be doing such as: 



Reread to make sure it makes sense







Edit for punctuation







Check for capital letters at the beginning of sentences or for proper nouns







Check that high-frequency words are spelled correctly



Teach (Model): Show students how to read their writing to check for run-on sentences and sentence fragments. Use an example of a writing (your own or an anonymous student) that has fragments and run-on sentences. Show students that one helpful strategy is to read aloud, listening for when you finish a complete thought. Tell students that you do not want to punctuate too soon (resulting in a fragment) or too late (resulting in a run-on sentence). Active Engagement (Guided Practice): Have students work on editing their pieces of writing. Then have them peer edit. Confer with students during this time. Share: Group share how editing enhances a writer’s thoughts and ideas.



Session 18- Celebrating Journeys of Thought Welcome visitors to the classroom. Explain how the celebration will go. In this case, a few children read to the entire class and then everyone disperses to small groups for sharing.
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Explain that in this celebration the readings will be in a symphony, with one person acting as conductor, using a baton to indicate the child who will read next, next, next. Students will read one after the next, with no applause or other sound in the interim.







Signal for the symphony at the front of the class to begin. When they have finished, help everyone move to their small groups for the rest of the symphonies.







When the symphonies are finished, help children take their places in the museum display of their writing work. Coach the visitors in listening to the children.
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